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Investigation Report: unfair collection of personal data 

by the use of “blind” recruitment advertisement 

 

 

This report in respect of the investigations carried out by the Privacy 

Commissioner for Personal Data (the “Commissioner”) pursuant to section 38(b) 

of the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance, Cap. 486 is published in the exercise 

of the power conferred on the Commissioner by Part VII of the Personal Data 

(Privacy) Ordinance.  Section 48(2) of the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance 

provides that “the Commissioner may, after completing an investigation and if he 

is of the opinion that it is in the public interest to do so, publish a report – 

 

(a) setting out - 

 

(i) the result of the investigation; 

 

(ii) any recommendations arising from the investigation that the 

Commissioner thinks fit to make relating to the promotion of 

compliance with the provisions of this Ordinance, in particular the 

data protection principles, by the class of data users to which the 

relevant data user belongs; and 

 

(iii) such other comments arising from the investigation as he thinks fit to 

make; and 

 

(b) in such manner as he thinks fit.” 

 

 

 

ALLAN CHIANG 

Privacy Commissioner for Personal Data 
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Investigation Report: unfair collection of personal data 

by the use of “blind” recruitment advertisement 

 

 

The Commissioner has served 48 Enforcement Notices on the organisations 

who have placed “blind” recruitment advertisements on JobMarket, Recruit, 

JiuJik, Classified Post, JobFinder, JobsDB and Career Times for personal data 

solicitation.  These “blind” recruitment advertisements were in breach of the 

fairness principle for personal data collection, i.e. Data Protection Principle 

1(2) of the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance, Cap 486. 

 

 

What is a “blind” recruitment advertisement? 

 

 A “blind” recruitment advertisement is one that does not identify either 

the employer or the recruitment agency acting on its behalf.  The act of placing 

“blind” recruitment advertisements (“Blind Ads”) that directly solicit personal 

data from job applicants constitutes unfair collection of personal data which is 

not permitted under the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance (the “Ordinance”). 

 

Relevant provisions of the Ordinance 

 

2.   Of relevance to the current investigations is Data Protection Principle 

(“DPP”) 1(2) in Schedule 1 to the Ordinance and paragraph 2.3.3 of the Code of 

Practice on Human Resource Management (the “Code”).  

 

DPP1(2) stipulates: 

 

“Personal data shall be collected by means which are (a) lawful; 

and (b) fair in the circumstances of the case.” 

 

Paragraph 2.3.3 of the Code states: 

 

  “An employer who directly, or through its agent, advertises a 

 vacancy that solicits the submission of personal data by job 

 applicants should provide a means for the applicants to identify 

 either the employer or its agent.” 
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3.  The Code is issued pursuant to section 12 of the Ordinance for the 

purpose of providing practical guidance in respect of the requirements under the 

Ordinance relating to human resource management.  Failure to abide by its 

mandatory provisions will weigh unfavorably against the data user concerned in 

any case that comes before the Commissioner.  Where any data user fails to 

observe any of the mandatory provisions of the Code, a court, or the 

Administrative Appeals Broad, is entitled to take that fact into account when 

deciding whether there has been a contravention of the Ordinance. 

 

4.     By virtue of section 38(b) of the Ordinance, the Commissioner shall 

carry out an investigation into a suspected breach of the Ordinance. After 

completing the investigation, the Commissioner may, to serve the public interest, 

publish an investigation report pursuant to section 48(2) of the Ordinance setting 

out the result of the investigation as well as recommendations and comments 

arising from the investigation. 

 

Background to investigation 

 

5. Over the past five years, this Office received 550 enquiries in relation to 

Blind Ads. Some of the enquirers were informants who smelt a rat and reported 

to this Office incidences of Blind Ads. Other enquirers sought assistance from 

this Office after they received unsolicited direct marketing calls and believed this 

was a result of their inadvertent disclosure of personal data in response to Blind 

Ads. 

 

6. Indeed, Blind Ads could be used as an unscrupulous means to solicit 

personal data for direct marketing or worse still, fraudulent activities, thus 

causing nuisance or financial loss to the affected persons. An alarming 

employment related identity theft took place in November 2013 in which 

swindlers collected personal data of job applicants by a recruitment 

advertisement and based on the personal data collected prepared fake documents 

of data such as address, employment and income proof to apply for personal 

loans from financial institutions
1
.   

 

7. In view of the growing trend of Blind Ads and with the advent of the 

peak season of summer workers recruitment, the Commissioner considers that it 

is in the public interest to publish the outcome of a self-initiated compliance 

survey of and consequent formal investigations against Blind Ads so as to alert 

job applicants, employers and other stakeholders (including recruitment agencies 

                                                 
1
 News reported by singpao.com on 21 November 2013 - 

http://www.singpao.com/XW/gat/201311/t20131121_473392.html 
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and recruitment media) to the privacy risks associated with Blind Ads, and to 

deter possible fraudulent activities that exploit Blind Ads. 

 

Self-initiated survey 

 

8. A compliance survey was conducted by this Office on the recruitment 

advertisements posted on seven major recruitment media, namely JobMarket, 

Recruit, JiuJik, Classified Post, JobFinder, JobsDB and Career Times, during the 

period from 15 to 22 March 2014. According to the representations (Annex 1) in 

the official websites of these recruitment media, these advertising platforms have 

a wide readership and high circulation. 

 

9. 311 Blind Ads were identified in the survey, with a breakdown tabulated 

below: 

 

 

         Total  no. of   Total no.  % of 

         recruitment  of Blind  Blind

         advertisements  Ads   Ads 

(a)                (b)          (b)/(a) 

 

Printed Publication (Date of publication) 

 

JobMarket (21.3.2014)    405    86   21.2 

Recruit (21.3.2014)    511    66   12.9 

JiuJik (21.3.2014)     252    31   12.3 

Classified Post (22.3.2014)   177    11   6.2 

JobFinder (19.3.2014)    360    3   0.8 

 

      Subtotal  1,705   197   11.6 

 

Online (Date of posting) 

JobsDB (21.3.2014)    4,497   89   2.0 

    Career Times (21.3.2014)   2,814   25   0.9 

  

      Subtotal  7,311   114   1.6 

      Total  9,016   311   3.4 
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Investigation findings and conclusions 

 

10. In view of the preponderance of Blind Ads, especially in the printed 

media, the Commissioner decided to initiate investigations in 71 cases under 

section 38(b) of the Ordinance, representing about a quarter of the Blind Ads 

uncovered in this compliance survey.  The investigation targets were selected on 

a random basis. 

 

11. Up to 22 May 2014, 48 investigations have been completed.  Annex 2 

to this report contains the names of the employers who placed / instructed the 

placing of Blind Ads, copy of their Blind Ads and their explanations, categorised 

as follows: 

 

(A)  Admission - The employers, while confirming the placing of Blind Ads 

for recruitment purpose, made no further statement. This category 

accounts for 18 investigations; 

 

(B) Ignorance - The employers admitted the placing of Blind Ads for 

recruitment purpose and attributed the cause of breach to ignorance / 

negligence / misunderstanding of the legal requirements. This category 

accounts for 13 investigations; 

 

(C) Blaming the recruitment media - The employers, apart from admitting 

the placing of Blind Ads for recruitment purpose, were of the view that 

the recruitment media should advise/remind them of the impropriety of 

their advertisements. This category accounts for 10 investigations; and 

 

(D) Defence - The employers admitted placing of the Blind Ads but did not 

agree that their recruitment advertisements were in breach of the legal 

requirements. This category accounts for 7 investigations. 

 

12. DPP1(2) of the Ordinance requires that personal data should be collected 

by means which are fair in the circumstances of the case. In a recruitment 

situation, this requirement obliges an employer advertising for a job vacancy and 

soliciting personal data from the job applicants to provide a means for the 

applicants to identify either the employer or its agent, as prescribed in paragraph 

2.3.3 of the Code. 
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13. All the Blind Ads in question solicited personal data of the job 

applicants through response channels like an email address, a fax number or a 

physical address without revealing the identity of the employer or the recruitment 

agency acting on behalf of the employer. The advertisers therefore failed to 

comply with the Code. Without a valid defence, this was tantamount to unfair 

collection of personal data and was therefore a contravention of DPP1(2). 

 

14. The reasons advanced by Category B advertisers (ignorance, negligence 

and misunderstanding of the legal requirements) are not valid defences. Blaming 

the recruitment media by Category C advertisers will not exonerate them from 

their legal obligations under the Ordinance. 

 

15. For category D advertisers, the defences put forward belong to two 

broad types.  The first type of defence is that the display of the abbreviation of 

the company name was sufficient to identify the company.  For example, Fine 

Art Packaging Limited (case number 201406242) explained that the recruitment 

media had mistakenly published the abbreviation of their company name, “Fiart”, 

as a serial number on the Blind Ads.  The Commissioner considers that even if 

the abbreviation had been correctly published, “Fiart” by itself did not provide 

sufficient and unambiguous information for the job applicants to identify the 

employer as Fine Art Packaging Limited.  The small font size used in the 

original artwork for “Fiart” also defeated any purpose of identification. 

 

16. The second type of defence is the argument that there was no intention 

on the part of the advertiser to solicit personal data.  For example, The Natural 

Tea Company (case number 201406279) stated in their advertisement: 

“Interested parties pls. e-mail to [an email address] with expected salary”.  

They argued that “… one is under no obligation to submit any personal data 

when responding to the advertisement, and can merely request an interview 

without submitting such”.  Taking into account the disparity in bargaining power 

between the employer and the job-seeker, the Commissioner cannot conceive that 

the respondent to their advertisement would merely request an interview without 

submitting his personal data.  The advertisement specifically asked interested 

parties to respond to an email address with expected salary.  Although there was 

no express solicitation of personal data, the advertisement as presented would 

more than likely lure an ordinary job-seeker to provide his full CV, in an attempt 

to secure the job. 
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Enforcement action against employers 

 

17.  The Commissioner accordingly concluded that the employers in all of 

the 48 investigations had contravened DPP1(2) of the Ordinance for using the 

advertisements to solicit job applicants’ personal data.  These employers were 

served the Result of Investigation and Enforcement Notice ("EN") under sections 

47 and 50 of the Ordinance respectively, directing them to: 

 

(i) delete the personal data collected unless it has to be retained for 

 satisfying other legal requirements, or for a continuing recruitment 

 process in which case the job applicant needs to be informed and 

given the option to demand deletion of his personal data, regardless; 

 and 

(ii) formulate a policy of placing recruitment advertisement, including 

 the prohibition of “blind” recruitment advertisement for 

 solicitation of job applicants’ personal data. 

 

18. The employers are required to comply with the above direction in stages 

and in any event not later than two months from the date they were served the 

EN.  Contravention of an EN is an offence under section 50A of the Ordinance 

and an offender is liable on conviction to a fine at $50,000 and to imprisonment 

for 2 years and, in the case of a continuing offence, to a daily penalty of $1,000. 

In the event the offender repeats the DPP contravention intentionally, it commits 

an offence that attracts the same penalty, without being served an enforcement 

notice.  

 

Implications for all stakeholders 

 

19.  Lawfulness and fairness in collection of personal data is a very 

fundamental data protection principle that all data users must comply with. The 

Commissioner hopes that the publication of this report, which involves 

investigations and enforcement action in respect of a total of 48 cases will serve 

to: 

 

 highlight the acuteness of the problem of Blind Ads; 

 enhance the sensitivity of job seekers to unfair collection of their personal 

data; 

 promote employers’ compliance with the Ordinance; 

 encourage the recruitment media to serve as a gatekeeper in preventing 
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unfair collection of personal data through Blind Ads; and  

 deter swindlers from soliciting personal data for non-employment related 

purposes by exploiting Blind Ads.  

 

Advice to employers 

 

20.  A job advertisement placed by an organization serves to attract suitable 

candidates to fill the vacancy as well as to project its corporate image. A Blind 

Ads in this regard is counter-productive as it demonstrates the company’s 

ignorance of the law and a disrespect for privacy and data protection. Employers 

should therefore refrain from placing Blind Ads unless there are overriding 

reasons. 

 

21.  The Commissioner appreciates that there are circumstances where there 

is a genuine need for the employer to conceal its identity when advertising for a 

job vacancy. For example, where the employer wishes to look for new staff from 

outside the organization to replace a serving staff, a Blind Ad would help to avoid 

causing embarrassment to the staff affected. Also, a company may need to 

prevent premature disclosure of some “inside information” associated with the 

job vacancy, in compliance with the Securities and Futures Ordinance. 

 

22.  In these circumstances, a Blind Ad may be placed without contravening 

the Ordinance if it is used to solicit job applicants’ enquiries rather than personal 

data. The employer may provide job applicants, upon request, with an application 

form that bears the employer’s identity.  Alternatively, the employer may use a 

recruitment agency identified in the advertisement to receive the personal data 

solicited from applicants. 
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23. The following example illustrates how this could be done: 

 

Original version of the Blind Ad 

 

 

(a) Option 1 – Provide a channel for data subjects to ascertain the identity of the 

employer prior to submission of their personal data for job application. 
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(b) Option 2 – Provide the name of the appointed recruitment agency in the 

recruitment advertisement and designate the agency to solicit personal data of job 

applicants.  

  
 

Advice to job applicants 

 

24. Job applicants are advised to beware of anonymous job advertisers. They 

should avoid providing personal data to them without first ascertaining their 

identities.   

 

25. Job seekers who do not know the advertiser to whom their personal data 

is submitted would be handicapped in exercising their rights of data access and 

correction. Worse still, they may fall prey to swindlers who deliberately solicit 

personal data for non-employment related purposes by exploiting Blind Ads, and 

suffer from nuisance and other harm. 

 

Advice to recruitment media 

 

26. As revealed in many of the statements made by the employers to the 

Commissioner, they have a high expectation for the recruitment media to remind 

them of the impropriety of Blind Ads. The following quotes are examples. 

 

"believe that the recruitment media would advise [the employer] to make 

corrections applicable to the current laws.” 

 

"recruitment advertisement has been published for recruitment purpose 

for years, [the employer] [has] not been told or reminded by any 
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[recruitment media] that the contents of the Advertisement was not 

[appropriate], it made [the employer] believed that the Advertisement had 

no problem at all.” 

 

“we understand that many of the employers may not notice about the 

[Ordinance]. So we hope [recruitment media] should remind the 

employers when the advertisement was post[ed].” 

 

"the recruitment media, who should be well versed with what constitutes 

a breach of privacy in the advertisement and provide professional advice 

to advertisers to avoid contravention of the Ordinance and harming their 

reputation, had not fulfilled their responsibility."  

 

“at any given time, if we were informed the advertisement is at fault, we 

would have complied willing to amend all necessary wording and to 

provide the correct information in accordance with the law.” 

 

“our only purpose was to get the correct resumes for the position … 

[recruitment media] did not inform us that our advertisement was 

incorrect and if they had given us some indication we would have 

immediately changed the wordings.” 

 

27. Enquiries reveal that at present, the recruitment media’s efforts in 

identifying the advertisers vary:- 

 

 JiuJik, JobMarket and Classified Post only require the advertisers to provide 

their company names and contact phone numbers; 

 Recruit, JobsDB and Career Times additionally require a copy of the 

advertiser’s business registration certificate; and 

 JobFinder requires advertisers to provide their company names, contact 

phone numbers and their business registration numbers. 

 

28. Recruitment media are not data users and hence the Commissioner has 

no jurisdiction to impose any requirement on them in managing the privacy issue 

of Blind Ads. However, they are in the best position to act as a gatekeeper to 

prevent unfair collection of personal data through Blind Ads. The Commissioner 

therefore urges them to: 

 

 consider whether they will step up their efforts in identifying the advertisers; 

 screen the advertisements received to identify Blind Ads soliciting job 
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applicants’ personal data; 

 return non-compliant advertisement to the advertiser for rectification; and 

 consider refusal of Blind Ads soliciting job applicants’ personal data. 

 

29.    The Commissioner hopes that the recruitment media will heed his advice 

and take pride in building a privacy-assuring platform for the advertisers to place 

job advertisements and for the job-seekers to make responses. 

 

Other Comments 

 

30. The Commissioner started off with investigations against organisations 

responsible for placing 71 Blind Ads. This report covers 48 cases for which 

investigations have been completed, with ENs served in all cases for unfair 

collection of personal data and contravention of DPP1(2) of the Ordinance. There 

was no prima facie evidence in these completed cases which pointed to misuse of 

the personal data. 

 

31.   Investigations in respect of the remaining 23 cases are continuing at 

the time of publication of this report. Further report on these outstanding 

investigation cases may be promulgated in future as appropriate and after the 

investigations have been completed. 

 

 

 

 



 

Annex 1 

 

Recruitment media surveyed in the investigation 

 

The following readership information was found on the official websites of 

respective recruitment media: 

 

1. JiuJik delivers 210,000 print copies weekly along and nearby MTR 

stations through convenience stores and at key high pedestrian traffic 

locations.  

 

2. JobMarket enjoys sole distribution at 4 main routes of MTR stations.  Its 

free distribution also reaches out to educational institutions.  Its online 

community currently has 300,000 active members.   

 

3. Recruit is distributed at MTR exits and high-traffic commercial areas and 

educational institutions.  More than 120 million copies of it have been 

distributed to job seekers to date.  It has over 300,000 registered 

members currently.   

 

4. Classified Post is bundled with the South China Morning Post for sale.  It 

has circulated 107,426 print copies and has over 312,000 registered online 

members as of the second half year of 2012.  

 

5. JobFinder is bundled with Face Magazine but can be sold alone.  Its 

current weekly circulation reaches 140,000. 

 

6. JobsDB has built databases in Asia Pacific with over 14.6 million job 

seeker members and over 220,000 corporate clients. The monthly page 

views of HK portal reach 5,800,000 in 2014. 

 

7. Careers Times has more than 600,000 online members and 980,000 daily 

views in 2014. 

 

 



Annex 2

Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

DFine Art Packaging Ltd201406242

A201406245 Inform Advertising

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

201406248 Aquila (HK) Co Ltd

Childford Industries

Co Ltd
201406246 B

A

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

CNoble Ocean Intl Ltd201406249

201406250
Hua Wei Hong Kong

Ltd
A

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

A
Jinyuan Int.

Petrochemical Limited
201406251

C
Apexi Industrial

Manufacturing Ltd
201406252

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

C
Tai Tau Tsai

Environmental

Engineering Ltd

201406254

B201406253 Katech Limited

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

A
Quantum Lighting

Products Ltd
201406257

C
JR Art Education

Centre
201406255

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

DIncomex Limited201406260

201406261 Alico Management Ltd D

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

C
Galey Industrial Co

Ltd
201406262

AWing Tat Industrial Co201406263

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

B
Successful Travel

Company Limited
201406264

A
Chit Shing PVC

Products Mfy Ltd
201406265

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

C
Smart Vision (Group)

Ltd
201406266

DSweet N Fun Ltd201406267

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

ATony Labels Ltd201406268

APaint N Play201406269

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

A
K&M Management

Limited
201406270

B
Hong Kong

Professional Teachers'

Union

201406274

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

B
Wing Hing Chemical

Co. Ltd.
201406276

A
John Kaiser-Time

Limited
201406277

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

A
Handkerchief

Production Limited
201406278

D
The Natural Tea Co.

(HK) Ltd
201406279

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

201406280
Freight Management

Co. Ltd
B

AMok Siu Kee Limited201406282

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

B
Global Education

Centre
201406286

C
Kornhill Education

Limited
201406285

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

A
FT Laboratories

Limited
201406288

D
Hong Kong Football

Club
201406289

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

B
Evergreen International

Holdings Ltd
201406290

CSinocom Trading Ltd201406292

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

A
Collyer Logistics South

China Limited
201406297

C
Lung Hing

Pyrotechnics Co Ltd
201406293

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

DPinefield Industries Ltd201406298

BApex Winner Ltd201406299

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

A
Collyer Logistics South

China Limited
201406301

201406302
Yanchang Petroleum

International Limited
A

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

CHing Man (Lee's) Ltd201406307

201406303
Impro International

Limited
A

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

B
BY Y.B. Studio Asia

Limited
201406308

B
BY Y.B. Studio Asia

Limited
201406309

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence



Case No. Employer Advertisement
Category of

response *

B
BY Y.B. Studio Asia

Limited
201406311

B
BY Y.B. Studio Asia

Limited
201406310

* Description of categories in paragraph 11 of the investigation report. A - Admission; B - Ignorance; C - Blaming the recruitment media; and D - Defence




